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ABSTRACT  

 
According to the idea of indirect bridge frequency measurement proposed by Yang and co-

workers [1-3], a moving test vehicle can be regarded as a message receiver to detect vibration 

data of the bridge that it passes over. In the present study, an experimental setup was produced 

for the indirect frequency measurement of a simply supported beam using a passing test vehicle 

with the features of adjustable frequencies and moving speeds. The test vehicle was designed 

as a single-degree-of-freedom system with vertical vibration and guided by a set of tensile 

cables that move the vehicle along the beam axis while maintaining full contact with it. The 

presented experimental results demonstrate that the indirect bridge inspection method is 

applicable to frequency monitoring of bridges. 

Different from a large number of fixed-sensors deployed on a bridge, the indirect method to 

extract the bridge frequencies from the response of a passing test vehicle possesses the 

following advantages: mobility in sensor deployment, economical sensor maintenance and 

monitoring workers, and efficiency in frequency measurement. 

One of the characteristics of the moving test vehicle in previous research is that the natural 

frequency of the test vehicle is fixed. Considering the mobility and portability of a moving data 

receiver (sensor) in carrying out indirect measurement, an instrumented test vehicle with the 

characteristic of adjustable frequencies offers more flexible comparison when measuring 

bridge frequencies. In this study, a single-degree-of-freedom (SDF) test vehicle with adjustable 

frequencies in the vertical direction and moving speeds was designed and tested. 
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